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Richemont's  Cartier is  one of the brands  mos t adept at digital media. Image credit: Cartier

 
By SARAH RAMIREZ

Luxury watchmakers and jewelers must continue to invest in digital marketing and ecommerce as the sector
stagnates, leaving opportunities for upstart direct-to-consumer brands.

Resellers and gray market Web sites have thrived as sector leaders have been slower to navigate today's digital
climate, according to Gartner L2's Digital IQ Index: Watches & Jewelry Global 2019 report. France's Cartier and U.S.
jeweler T iffany & Co. are two of the brands that have outperformed others with their digital strategies.

"The watches and jewelry sector remains slow to change, but are slowly coming around," said Brian Lee, senior
principal at Gartner, Washington, D.C. "However, this slow pace of innovation means that threats and third-parties
are filling the gap online, making it even more difficult for traditional watchmakers and jewelers to compete
online."

Gartner L2's report evaluated more than 80 watch and jewelry brands.

Digital acceptance
User experience is of tantamount importance, since 80 percent of affluents research products online prior to
completing purchases.

Monobrand sites for legacy brands, however, have fallen behind DTC brands and other digital disruptors. Half of the
brands evaluated do not offer product sorting options on their ecommerce sites, and 16 percent lack even basic
filtering options.

While the majority of digitally-native watch and jewelry brands have on-model imagery and live chat options, only
one-quarter of index brands do. The absence of these features means the customer experience as a whole is not on
par with disruptor brands.
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Blindfold on and all faith in your teammate. See how much @danny.willett  and @mattwallacegolf trust each
other. #MatterOfTrust #AudemarsPiguet #APGolf #APFamily #DannyWillett  #MattWallace #GolfTime
#GolfLife

A post shared by Audemars Piguet Golf (@audemarspiguetgolf) on Feb 18, 2019 at 6:57am PST

Instagram post from Audemars Piguet Golf

Ninety percent of jewelry brands are increasing social media efforts this year, as Instagram becomes the top way to
engage with potential and current consumers.

Twenty-eight percent more brands posted an Instagram Story in 2018, up from 69 percent of brands in 2017. Almost
four in 10, 37 percent, used Instagram's IGTV video platform and 13 percent created stoppable Stories.

Swiss watchmaker Audemars Piguet wasted little time jumping to leverage Instagram's new long-form video feature,
as it hopes to establish a hub for golf fans. The brand's Golf page on Instagram shares content surrounding its brand
ambassadors, with high-quality images, videos and campaign content (see story).

Richemont's Cartier topped the Digital IQ ranking, with a score of 147 that earned it a "Genius" ranking. Cartier has
improved its ecommerce capabilities and streamlined its mobile site, and also boasts more than 8 million
Instagram followers.

To promote the launch of a new, slimmer version of the Juste un Clou bracelet, Cartier created a new campaign film.
The one-minute-long video was shared as shorter clips on Instagram, while running in its full length on IGTV and
the brand's Web site (see story).
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Tiffany's T  diamond rings. Image credit: T iffany

Tiffany also achieved Genius status with a score of 144, and succeeds in many of the same categories as Cartier. An
increase in social media posts about sustainability show Tiffany's solid understanding of its  well-engaged
audience.

The jeweler is taking a large step in revealing where its diamonds come from in an effort to be more transparent
with its customers. T iffany shared a short video to help promote the initiative and bring awareness to more of its
followers, which included its iconic Tiffany blue with various animations (see story).

Luxury movement
High-end watchmakers and jewelers can also find success by partnering with online retailers and leveraging their
better developed ecommerce capabilities, according to Gartner L2.

Cartier's men's and women's watches are now available through Net-A-Porter's Fine Jewelry & Watch Suite and Mr
Porter's Luxury Watch Guide. This represents an extended partnership between the retailers and jewelry house,
which had previously been limited to temporary pop-up shops.

In the past, Cartier has hosted pop-ups for its Panthre timepiece on Net-A-Porter and its Santos watch on Mr Porter.

Now the brand is becoming a full-time part of the platforms, adding to the growing list of fine jewelry houses that
entrust ecommerce to the retailers (see story).

Luxury brands have also attempted to move beyond traditional timepieces to enter smartwatch territory, but their
market share remains small. According to a new NPD report, Apple, Samsung and Fitbit control 88 percent of all
sales, but companies such as Fossil and Garmin are hoping to catch up.

Younger, digitally-savvy adults, aged 18 to 34, are pushing the market, making up 23 percent of the smartwatch market
(see story).

"Brands need to pick up the pace and invest more heavily online," Mr. Lee said. "Move beyond traditional
advertising media and create social media content that is specific and tailored for the platforms."
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